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An evasion game with simple motions on the plane is considered. A new sufficient 
condition for the existence of an evasion strategy from many pursuers is given. 
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1. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We consider an evasion game on the plane with an evader E and pur- 
suers P,, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. The players E and P, move along trajectories x(t) 
and y,(t) satisfying differential inclusions x’(t) E U and y:(t) E Y a.e. in 
[0, 00) where U and I/ are non-empty and compact subsets of R2. For 
QE R2 we denote by X(a) the set of all trajectories x of the player E 
satisfying the initial condition x(0) = a. Analogously, for i = 1, 2, . . . . n, and 
b, E lR2 we define Y(bi) to be the set of all trajectories yi satisfying y,(O) = bi. 
Thus we assume that the motion of all pursuers is governed by the same 
control system. The player E is considered to be caught when x(t) = yi( t). 
The evader E knows, at each moment t, his own position x(t) and 
positions of his opponents y,(t), i = 1, 2, . . . . n. At the same instant, the 
pursuers Pi (i = 1, 2, . . . . n) know all these states, and also the evader’s 
velocity x’(t) whenever it exists. 
We shall give a sufficient condition for the existence of an evasion 
strategy in the above game. This condition generalizes the relevant results 
of [ 11, but the approach adopted here differs from that of [ 11. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
Let S= {Ed R2: I/e/l = l}, where llxll =Jm for XE R2 and (.,.) 
denotes the Euclidean scalar product in R2. We will be assuming that there 
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exist a connected arc S* c S with length greater than rt, and a vector 
e, E S* such that 
(4 max,, u rniqG y (u-v,e)>O for e, #eES*, 
(b) there exist u0 E U and K > 0 for which 
(4 -4 6) 
THEOREM 1. Under the assumption (a) and (b) the evader wins the game. 
We begin the proof of Theorem 1 with the following remarks. 
If e, were a boundary point of S* then the existence of an evasion 
strategy could be proved analogously as in [ 11. The similar situation 
would occur if the inequality (a) held for all e E S*. Therefore we assume 
that e, belongs to the interior of the set S* and 
(cl max,E,min,.,(u-v,e,)=O. 
An equivalent of Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 of [ 1 ] will be helpful in further 
considerations. 
We denote by D the closed convex hull of the set of all x = t(u, - v), 
where t 2 0 and v E V. It is easy to state that (x, eO) z K llxll for x E D. 
LEMMA 1. There exist constants z > 0 and 0 < y 6 1 such that for any 
aE[W* and bea-tD one canfind xEX(a) and hE(O,r (lb-all] satisfying 
the conditions 
[lx(t) - y(t)ll 2 y II6 - all and y(h) .$x(h) + D 
for all y E Y(b) and t B 0. 
Sketch of the Proof of Lemma 1. Let us observe that the arc S* can be 
decomposed into three disjoint sets ST, {e,}, and S,+, where SF and S,* 
are connected paths of S* lying, respectively, on the left and right sides of 
e, (we introduce the standard orientation in R*). We denote by L the 
rotation of R* about the origin through the angle n/2 and by R the 
rotation through -x/2. Since the length of S* is greater than rc, the set 
D n S is contained in the interior of L(S,*) u R(S:). Let us suppose that 
Dn S is not disjoint with both L(S,*) and R(S:). This assumption 
involves more technical difficulties, and the easier situation when it is not 
satisfied can be treated analogously. Thus, the set D can be divided 
analogously as S* into two closed cones D, and D, having a common 
half-line generated by a certain vector d,, from the interior of the set 
D n L(S,*) n R(S:). Clearly R(D,) n S is contained in the interior of S,*, 
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and L(D,) n S is contained in the interior of S:. Hence, there exists c > 0 
such that 
min maxmin (u-u,e)>c 
reR(D,)nS USC/ L’E v (2.1) 
and 
min maxmin (u-u,e)>,c. 
eeL(D,)nS ueu CE v (2.2) 
Now let a E R* and b E a + D be fixed. Let, for instance, b E a + D,. This 
corresponds to (t, a, b) $ M(u,) w ic h h was assumed in Lemma 2.4 of [ 11. 
Thus, taking into account (2.1) and proceeding analogously as in the 
proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5 of [l] we can find the required x and h. If 
b E a + D, we utilize the inequality (2.2). 
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 1. Obviously, if y,(t) 4 x(t) + D, 
for i= 1,2, . . . . n, at some instant t, then the evader E can avoid the capture 
using the constant control uO. Thus, the player E should remove his 
opponents from the set x(t) + D when they approach him sufficiently close. 
For x, yi E R*, i= 1, 2, . . . . n, we set 
A(4 y, 9 ..*, y,)= {iE {1,2, . ..) n>: y, $x+D}. 
Let us suppose that, at the initial moment t, = 0, E is placed at a point 
UE lR2 and P, at a point b, E 5X*, and bi #a for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. Let A, = 
A(u, b,, . . . . b,) and let 
do = YiGAO i
dist(b,, a + D) if A,#0, 
otherwise. 
If A, = { 1, 2, . ..) n} the player E can maintain the distance (at least d,) 
from each pursuer using the constant control uo. So, let A, # { 1,2, . . . . n>. 
We choose H > 0 and A4 > 0 to satisfy 
II4 + 114 GM for uEUandvEV. 
dist(y(t), x(t) +D) 
3 do/2 for x~X(u), YE Y(bi), ieA,, te [0, H]. 
Let T and y be taken from Lemma 1 and let d, satisfy the inequalities 
0 < d, 6 min{ H/(4?), y$; Ilu - bi II }. 
We choose K > 0 such that 
Ky 2 max { 2( 1 + tM), 2Mt( 1 + M)}. (2.3) 
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The player E should apply the constant control uO until 
for some t, > t,. (If it does not happen he will obviously escape.) Let us 
take i, #A, such that Ilx(tr)- y,(t,)ll = d,. At the moment t, the player E 
starts to move along trajectory x taken for x(ti) and ,vjl(t,) accordingly to 
Lemma 1. There are two cases. 
1” /ix(t)-y;(t)11 > Il~(t)-~~,(t)ll/K for all tE[t,, t, +h] and i$ 
A(x(t), Y,(f), ...9 y,(t)) (where h is taken for x(t,) and yi,(ti) accordingly to 
Lemma 1). Let be t, = r1 + h. The above inequality and Lemma 1 yield 
11x(t)-yAt)(l 2ydllKfor TV Ctl, t21 and i#4-4~), yl(t), . . . . y,(t)). 
Since h < r d, < H/4 we have dist(y,(t), x(t) + D) > do/2 for t E [ti, t2] 
and i E ,4(x(t), yi(t), . . . . y,( 2)). Moreover, y,,( t2) .$ x( tJ + D, which implies 
that A(x(td, y,(tJ, -., yn(f2)) = 4 u {il 1. 
2” min Ilx(t2) - yi(tz)ll = Ilx(t2) - y,(t,)ll/K := d2 for some i$ 
A(x(t,), yl(t2), . . . . yn(t2)), t l (t,, 6, +h], and the inequality from case 1” 
holds for all te(t,, tz) and i$A(x(t), y,(t), . . . . y,(t)). Let us take 
4 $‘wf2), Yl(f2h ...Y y,(t*)) such that (Ix(t2)- yi,(tz)ll =d,. At the 
moment t, the player E begins the “by-pass maneuver,” analogously as it 
was at the moment t, , and so on. 
We thus obtain two sequences (perhaps infinite) t,, t,, and dl, d2, . 
that satisfy the conditions 
tj-t,-, 6Td,_, 
dj = Ilx(tj)- Y~-,(tj)ll/K 
~(llX(~j~~)-Y~~,(t,~~)ll +M(tj-tj-,))/‘K 




for j = 2, 3, . . . . 
It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that 
tj - t, < 2r d, < H/2, for j= 2, 3, . . . . 
which implies in turn that dist(y,(t), x(t)+ D)>d,/2 and A, c~(x(t,), 
Yl(lj), . . . . vJt,)) for 1 E [to, t,l and ie A(x(t), y,(t), . . . . y,(t)). 
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Now we will show that the sequence i,, i,, . . . is univalent and thus finite. 
It will follow from this that for m = max{i,, i,, . ..}. y,,(t,) $ x(1,) + D and 
A(x(t,), v,(t,), . . . . y,(t,)) = A, u {im}. Indeed, by (2.4), (2.3), and (2.5) we 
have 
llx(t/) - Y;k(fj)ll 2 Y dk - M(fj - t/t + 1) 
>ydk-MT(dk+, + ... +d,m,) 
>yd, -Mr(l +Mr)d, 
1 
1 +;+ ... +- K 
=,d,-2Mr(l+Mr)d,(l-&)/K 
Thus in both cases 1” and 2” there exists t* > to such that 
& G A(x(t*), yl(t*h . . . . y,(t*) and x(r)# y,(t) 
for all t E [to, t*] and i= 1, 2, . . . . n. It follows from the above con- 
siderations that the player E wins this game. 
Theorem 1 allows us to deal with evasion problems that cannot be 
solved be the earlier methods of [l, 33 as the following examples show. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let a > 1 and let U be the line segment joining the points 
(-a,l)and(a, l),and v=((x,y)~R*: Ixl+\vl<l}.Itiseasytoseethat 
our assumptions (a) and (b) are fulfilled for e, = u0 = (0, 1) although none 
of the earlier results can be applied to this game. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let U= {e E R2: l\ell Q 1 } and let V be an equilateral 
triangle centered at the origin with the length of sides equal to a, a > 0. The 
results of [ 1, 31 work when a < 3. If a = J’? then our assumptions are 
satisfied. In the case of a> J’? the evader E can be caught by three 
pursuers placed around E in an appropriate situation. One can show this 
similarly as was done in [2]. 
Remark. It can be shown that Theorem 1 is valid if we assume u0 E 
conv U instead of u0 E U in (b). So we could take U = { ( -a, l), (1, a)} in 
Example 1. 
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